COLOR BY NUMBERS
Color is one of our earliest preferences. It is really not possible to be neutral about color. Think back to childhood, when having a favorite color was as important as having a best friend. Color is the foundation of design, and in many ways the foundation of living. Color teaches us harmony and contrast, chaos and calm, very often in the same space. Marc Chagall said, “All colors are friends of their neighbors and lovers of their opposites,” an excellent color theory, but also an important life lesson.

Crossville’s tile collections have always reflected that interplay of colors and their relationships with each other. Color By Numbers is the latest chapter in that continuing color story.
Part of a complete design solution, Color By Numbers wall tile was created to work in tandem with other elements in your design scheme. Within the Color By Numbers wall tile palette are six colors created to correspond with bestsellers from the popular Crossville® Color Blox floor tile collection. To further expand your design possibilities, Crossville is pleased to join with Benjamin Moore® to offer paint selected with Color By Numbers in mind. Choose from among six paint colors to beautifully coordinate with or to strikingly complement each Color By Numbers tile. To view a complete portfolio of the Benjamin Moore® Aura® paint selections and their Color By Numbers counterparts, visit www.crossvilleinc.com/colorbynumberspaint.
Shade & Texture Index

Color By Numbers has a shade variation of V1.

Recommended Use

Color By Numbers tile is recommended for interior vertical surfaces in residential and light commercial applications.

Care and Maintenance

Regular cleaning is the best way to keep Color By Numbers tile looking good for years to come. Use clean, hot water (combined with a non-abrasive household cleaner, if needed), rinse thoroughly and dry with a soft cloth to prevent spots. No waxes or sealers are needed. More information regarding the care and maintenance of Crossville® products is available at www.crossvilleinc.com.

About Benjamin Moore’s Aura® Paint

Aura® paint is available in eggshell (524), satin (526), and semi-gloss finishes (528). It is easy to apply, washable in any sheen, and comes in all of Benjamin Moore’s more than 3,000 colors. It has low VOCs and all finishes meet the highest performance demands in durability and color retention, so the finish is an aesthetic decision, not one based on maintenance. ColorLock Technology allows for guaranteed coverage in two coats, regardless of color.